Microsaver DS Notebook Cable Lock: Kensington

Losing your notebook is unthinkable. This cable lock features superior strength and the ultimate in locking technology to secure your notebook.

Designed to increase tamper resistance, the MicroSaver DS Notebook Lock uses the most advanced, nearly impenetrable multi-disc locking mechanism.

The MicroSaver DS Notebook Lock's advanced rotating disc locking mechanism, hardened steel body, a new, stronger cable attachment and carbon-tempered steel cable, and a unique flat key with millions of possible key combinations all combine to create the most secure notebook lock available.

Features:

- Advanced, nearly impenetrable disc-lock technology
- 3 layers of cable strength: carbon tempered steel core, aircraft-grade steel cable, external steel braided sheath
- Patented T-bar locking mechanism provides superior locking strength in the security slot and theft protection
- Easy to install and use to protect high security computer devices
- Fits in the standard Kensington security slot found in 99% of notebooks, and also many desktops, flat panel monitors, projectors, printers, docking stations, tablet PCs and other devices
- Sleek styling and design won't block notebook ports or lift a notebook off the desk

Specifications:

- Advanced Disc-lock technology
- 6-ft Carbon tempered steel cable
- Patented T-bar lock for most secure grip to the slot
- Rubber tie for cable cord management and portability
- Includes two keys
- Approximately 320 grams
- 6-ft carbon tempered steel cable
- 4.5mm thick cable